Pneumatised Inferior Turbinate (Pit): a “Pit” Fall for the Unwary Radiologist
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Abstract

Pneumatisation of the inferior turbinate is an extremely rare intranasal anatomical variant with less than 50 cases published till date. Nonetheless, it is an important anatomical variation that can cause nasal obstruction and is predisposed to similar inflammatory disorders as the rest of the nasal cavity. Accumulation of secretions with secondary infections and mucocoele formation are some of the complications that can occur. During FESS only the mucosal surface of the inferior turbinate is seen and a pneumatised inferior turbinate may be easily mistaken for a hypertrophied inferior turbinate. Computed tomography can easily diagnose a pneumatised inferior turbinate by demonstrating an air cell inside the inferior turbinate. Because of the extreme rarity of this condition there is a dearth of literature and lack of awareness among the practising and trainee radiologists. We present a case of a 14 year old boy with nasal obstruction and a pneumatised inferior turbinate.
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Introduction

With the advent and popularisation of Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (FESS) over the last decade, pre operative Computed Tomography (CT) of the paranasal sinuses has gained utmost importance. Of particular interest have been the normal anatomic variations in the paranasal region that may sometimes be a source of difficulty during surgery or act as pre disposing factors for sinuitis.

Pneumatisation of turbinates is one such anatomical variant defined by presence of an air cell within a nasal turbinate which is lined by a similar epithelium as the rest of the sinonasal cavity. Pneumatisation is most commonly found in the middle turbinate followed by the superior turbinate. Pneumatisation of the inferior turbinate is an extremely rare intranasal anatomical variant with less than 50 cases published till date [1]. Consequently the awareness regarding this uncommon but important variant is relatively low among the practising and trainee radiologists.

Case History

A 14 year old male was referred for CT of the paranasal sinuses. He complained of recurrent bilateral nasal obstruction and discharge (more soon the right side) for the last 3 years. Symptomatic relief was obtained with decongestants; however, the symptoms recurred at an interval of approximately 2-3 months. Coronal CT scan showed pneumatisation of the right inferior turbinate Figure 1. Which was confirmed by comparing with axial sections Figure 2. Additionally pneumatisation of bilateral middle turbinates was also seen Figure 1. A small polyp was also found in the right maxillary sinus.

Figure 1: Coronal CT scan showing pneumatisation of the right inferior turbinate (thick arrow). In addition pneumatisation of bilateral middle turbinates is also seen.(thin arrows)

Figure 2: Axial CT scan showing a pneumatised inferior turbinate (thin arrow).
Discussion

The first anatomical description of pneumatisation of middle turbinate was given by Emil Zuckerkandl from Austria in 1882 [2]. He stated that “Often one can detect a mutation of the anterior part of the middle turbinate into a bubble which was already described by Santorinus in his Observationes Anatomicae in 1739” [3].

Pneumatisation of the middle turbinate is a fairly common condition. Bolger et al. [4] found pneumatisation of the vertical lamella of middle turbinate in 46.2%, of the inferior or bulbous segment in 31.2% and extensive pneumatisation of both the lamellar and the bulbous portion in 15.7%. van Alyea [5] described an incidence of 57% for the pneumatised superior turbinate.

Pneumatisation of the inferior turbinate was first described as an anatomical variant by Zinreich et al. [6]. Most of the cases published since are mostly single case reports with the largest case series reported by Öztürk et al. [7] and Yang et al. [1] with 10 and 16 cases respectively. Yang et al. [1] reviewed 59238 sinonasal CT scans between Aug 1995 and April 2007 and found 16 patients with PIT giving an incidence of 0.03% with a male preponderance [56% males vs 44% females]. They reviewed the English language literature for PIT and found 28 cases reported prior to their publication taking the total number of case reports to 44. We reviewed the English language literature and found 4 additional case reports of PIT [8-11] reported since then taking the total count to 48.

There are usually three nasal turbinate’s in the lateral nasal wall and are labelled as superior, middle and inferior according to their location. Occasionally there might be a fourth supreme turbinate. The supreme, superior and the middle turbinate’s are parts of the ethmoid bone, however the inferior turbinate is a separate bone itself. Nasal turbinate’s are important structures to their location. Occasionally there might be a fourth supreme turbinate.

In conclusion, pneumatised inferior turbinate is an extremely uncommon but important anatomical variant which should be actively sought for when reviewing CT of paranasal sinuses as they are treatable causes of nasal obstruction. As of today there is a dearth of literature regarding this condition but as the awareness increases among the radiologist and otolaryngologists, this condition will be diagnosed and treated more often and add up to a substantial body of evidence to formulate treatment strategies.
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